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concretion series 

 

 

Uniqueness sometimes emerges from chance encounters, from the interplay of        

technologies and materials, and from the passage of time. The Tile Mob Pty Ltd           

introduces such tiles to you in the Concretion series. This porcelain tile collection 

takes the worn look of aged concrete and links fresh design concepts that create a  

refined urban vibe. Exposed aggregates, and an authentic colour range replicate the 

look of concrete that has been walked on thousands of times — with multiple sizes so 

this tile can be used almost anywhere. This series is available in 5 colours with an 

R10 matt finish (sizes 300x300mm, 600x600mm plus a 400x800mm in Oyster only) and 

lappato finish (sizes 600x600mm plus Oyster in 400x800mm). Contact us or visit our 

Mitchelton showroom to experience the new Italian Concretion series. 
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concretion series 

 

OYSTER 

 

MATT 

300x300mm 

NC223761 

600x600mm 

NC223771 

400x800mm 

NC223768 

LAPPATO 

600x600mm 

NC223772 

400x800mm 

NC223770 
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TWINE 

MATT 

300x300mm 

NC223763 

600x600mm 

NC223773 

LAPPATO 

600x600mm 

NC223774 
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FLINT 

 

MATT 

300x300mm 

NC223767 

600x600mm 

NC223779 

 

LAPPATO 

600x600mm 

NC223780 
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MUSHROOM 

 

MATT 

300x300mm 

NC223765 

600x600mm 

NC223775 

 

LAPPATO 

600x600mm 

NC223776 
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concretion series 

 

CLAY 

 

MATT 

300x300mm 

NC223766 

600x600mm 

NC223777 

 

LAPPATO 

600x600mm 

NC223778 
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